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Highlights
Motivational desires usually match pre-
dictions of outcome gain. The match is
so close that somedefine desire as noth-
ing more than the prediction of gain.

Opposing evidence is presented here
that desire is psychologically distinct
fromprediction andhas different underly-
ing neural mechanisms. Consequently,
desire as incentive salience can separate
completely from learned predictions, and
can even create desires for outcomes
that are remembered and predicted to
be bad.

The operating rules of incentive salience
Individuals typically want what they expect to like, often based on memories of
previous positive experiences. However, in some situations desire can decouple
completely from memories and from learned predictions of outcome value. The
potential for desire to separate from prediction arises from independent operat-
ing rules that control motivational incentive salience. Incentive salience, or
'wanting', is a type of mesolimbic desire that evolved for adaptive goals, but
can also generate maladaptive addictions. Two proof-of-principle examples
are presented here to show how motivational 'wanting' can soar above
memory-based predictions of outcome value: (i) 'wanting what is remembered
to be disgusting', and (ii) 'wanting what is predicted to hurt'. Consequently,
even outcomes remembered and predicted to be negatively aversive can
become positively 'wanted'. Similarly, in human addictions, people may experi-
ence powerful cue-triggered cravings for outcomes that are not predicted to be
enjoyable.
that power such desires emerge from
brain mesolimbic dopamine-related sys-
tems.

Two laboratory examples are described
here to show how desire can separate
from learned predictions of value: (i)
'wanting what is remembered to be dis-
gusting', and (ii) 'wanting what is pre-
dicted to hurt'.

In people, similar separations of motiva-
tional desire from outcome prediction
can occur in addiction and related clinical
conditions.
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Creating objects of desire
Individuals usually want outcomes that they predict they will like. These learned predictions (see
Glossary) are often based on affective memories of similar outcomes in the past (Box 1 and
Figure 1) [1–6].

Some psychologists, neuroscientists, and philosophers view prediction and desire as identical.
This view essentially reduces desire to nothing more than prediction of gain, and thus eliminates
any need for additional motivation processes [6–9]. For example, as one prediction advocate
expressed it: 'As always, PP (predictive processing) here replaces desires with predictions…'
[7] (cf. [10–12]). Similarly, in computational reinforcement learning frameworks based on predic-
tion errors, such as temporal difference models, cached predictions of outcome value may
be posited to guide behavior toward rewards without positing any additional motivational pro-
cesses [13–16].

Yet evidence indicates that motivational desire can detach from prediction [17–21]. In particular,
incentive salience, or motivational 'wanting', has distinct operating rules of its own [20,22–26].
The rules arise from operations of brain mesocorticolimbic circuitry, which include dopamine pro-
jections from midbrain to nucleus accumbens, neostriatum, and other brain regions that interact
with corticolimbic glutamate signals [27–35]. Incentive salience gives motivational urgency to
many conscious desires but also can occur unconsciously [25,27,28,36]. The dual conscious-
ness status of incentive salience is acknowledged here by referring to it as 'wanting' in quotation
marks to distinguish incentive salience from the necessarily conscious cognitive desires usually
meant by the unmodified word wanting [21,25,27,28,36]. Cognitive wanting, as consciously ex-
perienced, may be mediated primarily by cortically weighted systems that depend less on sub-
cortical mesolimbic dopamine signals [29–33] (Figure 1 and Box 1).
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Box 1. Reward: motivational 'wanting', predictive learning, and hedonic 'liking'

Reward contains the major dissociable psychological components of 'liking', 'wanting', and 'learning' [65] (Figure I). These
components typically cohere together but can be separated by particular brain manipulations and by some human clinical
conditions, including addiction and anhedonia [12,21,26,45,120].

Cognitive and associative learning allows predictions of outcome value. 'Liking' is the hedonic impact of pleasant rewards
that is most familiar as conscious pleasure feelings. However, under some conditions 'liking' reactions also can occur un-
consciously as objective 'liking' alone [27,36,66]. To acknowledge this dual conscious/unconscious status, quotation
marks are put around the term 'liking' here. Similarly, 'wanting' refers to motivational incentive salience mediated especially
by mesolimbic dopamine/glutamate systems. Incentive salience gives urgency to consciously felt desires, but in some
conditions can also occur unconsciously as objective 'wanting' alone [27,36,66]. Although 'wanting' is usually guided
by the affective memories that underlie prediction, other inputs to 'wanting' allow desire to detach from prediction. In par-
ticular, the ability of physiological/neural state signals to modify 'wanting' without changing the predicted outcome sets the
stage for mesolimbic rules of incentive salience to detach motivational 'wanting' from learned prediction of outcome value
in particular situations [17,18,20,25,84].
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Figure I. Reward as a multicomponent process. Liking (hedonic impact of pleasure), wanting (motivational desire),
and learning (memory and prediction) are three major component categories of reward (top row). Each category contains
within it several subordinate psychological processes, some that are always subjectively conscious (explicit) whereas
others are potentially unconscious (implicit) (middle section boxes). Typical measures or manifestations of various
component processes are listed in the bottom colored section. Abbreviations: CS, conditioned stimulus; S-R, stimulus–
response; UCS, unconditioned stimulus. Figure modified, with permission, from [65].
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Glossary
Anhedonia: the inability to experience
pleasure or 'liking' that is traditionally
posited to accompany schizophrenia,
major depressive disorder, and
unmedicated Parkinson's disease.
Avolition: an alternative reinterpretation
of anhedonia syndromes as, in some
cases, a selective motivational loss of
'wanting' for life rewards, despite
pleasure and liking capacity remaining
intact. Also called anticipatory
anhedonia, avolition is distinct from true
or consummatory anhedonia.
Counterconditioning: a Pavlovian
paradigm that can reverse from negative
to positive the valence of response
evoked by an originally mild aversive
conditioned stimulus (CS), after the CS is
associatively paired with a strongly
rewarding unconditioned stimulus
(UCS).
Hedonic alliesthesia: hedonic shift in
the perceived pleasure of a stimulus
('liking') induced by a change in a
relevant physiological or brain state.
Incentive alliesthesia: desire shift in
incentive salience ('wanting') for a
reward induced by a change in a
relevant physiological or brain state.
Incentive salience: a motivational
reward process, separate from hedonic
pleasure, which transforms percepts
into attractive, attention-grabbing
objects of desire, mediated by
mesolimbic dopamine systems.
Instrumental conditioned
reinforcement: a paradigm that can
assess 'wanting' for an absent reward
cue. First, a CS is associatively paired
with a reward UCS. Then the individual is
allowed an opportunity to earn brief
presentations of the CS (without the
UCS) by learning a new instrumental
response and performing that response.
Learned prediction: 'learned
prediction of outcome value' is meant
here to include all types of prediction:
cognitive predictions based on
describable declarative memories,
associative predictions based on
Pavlovian or instrumental associations
that may sometimes be implicit, and
even model-free predictions of value
based on cached prediction errors (as
posited by some computational models
of reinforcement learning). All these
predictions have been suggested by
prediction/reinforcement advocates to
guide choices and actions without a
need for additional motivational desires.
Pavlovian instrumental transfer: a
paradigm that can experimentally isolate
Recent findings have revealed howmesolimbic incentive salience rules can, in specific conditions,
cause desire to separate from memories of past outcome value, prediction of future value, and
actual experienced outcome value. Separation of desire from prediction can be adaptive in
some situations but maladaptive in others. Two laboratory-induced examples of dissociated de-
sire are described here that illustrate how the brain can produce intense desires for outcomes that
Trends in Cognitive Sciences, October 2023, Vol. 27, No. 10 933
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cue-triggered bursts of elevated '
wanting' which are magnified by
mesolimbic dopamine stimulation. The
procedure trains a Pavlovian CS
association with a reward UCS (usually a
food), and separately trains an
instrumental response to earn a reward,
and then occasionally presents the CS
while individuals work for reward on the
instrumental task (usually in extinction).
The procedure helps to strip away stim-
ulus–response habit explanations of
increased responding because the CS
has no association with the instrumental
response (the CS was never previously
paired with the response).
Sign tracking: the ability of reward
cues to become attractive, riveting
are remembered and predicted to be bad: (i) adaptive 'wanting what is known to disgust', and (ii)
maladaptive 'wanting what is predicted to hurt' [17,18]. These laboratory examples show that the
answer to the question 'is desire reducible to prediction of gain?' is a resounding 'no'. Instead,
desire operates by rules of its own. This understanding provides insight into how addictions
can give rise to intense desires that may seem irrational to observers. It also sets the stage to ex-
plore possibilities that milder dissociations of desire from prediction may occur in ordinary daily
life, during transient states of appetites, stress, emotional excitement, or others that modulate
the reactivity of mesolimbic systems.

Incentive salience features
Before introducing the examples, it may be helpful to describe major psychological rules that gov-
ern mesolimbic incentive salience. Psychological rules of incentive salience were first described in
Pavlovian-guided incentive motivation theories beginning in the 1970s [22,23,25] which posited
that learned reward cues [i.e., a Pavlovian conditioned stimulus (CS) associated with a rewarding
TrendsTrends inin CognitiveCognitive SciencesSciences

Figure 1. 'Wanting something that is known to be disgusting'. Instant reversal from learned repulsion to sudden desire
elicited by a CS+salt cue was motivationally shifted by a new salt-appetite state [17] (Video S1 in the supplemental information
online). Rats were ordinarily repulsed by presentations of the CS+salt lever in their normal state because they had learned the cue
predicted a squirt of disgusting Dead Sea saltiness into the mouth as the UCS. Then one day they were given a hormona
treatment that produced a novel salt-appetite state the next day. When tested in the new appetite state, the CS+salt instantly
elicited positive desire on its very first re-encounter – even though the salty UCS taste had never yet been retasted as being
positively 'liked'. The rats now approached, jumped onto, and avidly nibbled the CS+salt lever in the novel state (i.e., sign
tracking), exactly as they always did to the different CS+sucrose lever that predicted a pleasant sugar taste. Neurobiologically
the transformation was mediated by mesolimbic brain activations underlying incentive salience. Abbreviations: CS
conditioned stimulus; UCS, unconditioned stimulus. Figure modified, with permission, from [17]. Created with BioRender.com
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attention, and eliciting approach, even
when doing so may result in the loss of
an actual reward. Also called
autoshaping.
Temporal difference models: com-
putational models of reinforcement
learning, based onmodel-free prediction
errors. Originally devised in computer
science as machine learning algorithms,
they are also frequently applied to
describe the firing of mesolimbic
dopamine neurons that activate
reward-predicting cues.
'Wanting': in quotation marks, '
wanting' refers to mesolimbic incentive
salience that gives urgency to conscious
desires, but also can occur
unconsciously. By contrast, wanting
without quotation marks refers to
cognitive desires that are necessarily
conscious, but may or may not involve
incentive salience.
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unconditioned stimulus (UCS)] did not simply predict the associated rewards but also took on
some incentive motivational features related to those rewards. Relevant physiological states
and brain states were further posited to modulate the motivational power of learned reward-
related CS cues [17,20,23,25]. This theory has proved to be accurate in specifying rules of
mesolimbic incentive salience, as later confirmed by affective neuroscience experiments
[21,24–26].

Cues as motivational magnets
One motivational feature acquired by a reward CS cue attributed with incentive salience is that the
learned cue itself becomes a target of 'wanting'. That is, the reward cue becomes an attractivemo-
tivational magnet able to rivet visual attention when encountered (i.e., the salience aspect of incen-
tive salience [34,35,37–39]) and to elicit approach [40–45]. Cue-elicited approach is often
measured as behavioral sign tracking in addiction neuroscience studies [40,44,46,47]. Sign-
tracking attraction to reward cues can be boosted further by particular mesocorticolimbic stimula-
tions [48–52]. Beyond eliciting approach, a sign-tracked cue may also elicit consummatory actions
directed to the CS which ordinarily belong to the UCS reward. For example, a rat may eagerly nib-
ble on an inedible metal cue for sucrose reward or a cue for cocaine reward [22,40,44,46,47], or a
male quail may follow and attempt to copulate with a terrycloth object previously paired with a fe-
male quail [53].

Sign tracking also occurs in human children who are reported to approach and touch a CS cue
associated with reward [54]. Similarly, adult human cocaine users may sometimes 'chase ghosts'
– that is, compulsively scrabble for white specks of salt, sugar, or chalk on the grounds that they
appear to be similar to cocaine, even when they know those specks contain no cocaine at all [55].
Ordinary human adults also show sign trackingmore subtly as involuntary visual attention capture
by reward-related cues in eye-tracking studies, even when the person deliberately tries to look for
something else [34,38,39,56,57]. That is, incentive salience can make it difficult to not look at or
approach reward cues.

Importantly, sign tracking results from motivational incentive salience being attributed to the CS
cue, rather than simply to the cue's prediction of subsequent reward UCS [58–60]. For example,
sign-tracking behavior can persist even when doing so costs the loss of actual rewards [61–63].
Similarly, human nicotine smokers may find smoking sensory cues so attractive that they prefer to
receive smoking sensations delivered without nicotine rather than receiving actual nicotine deliv-
ered without the sensory cues [64].

Seeking out absent cues
A second incentive salience feature is that reward cues may be 'wanted' and sought out even
when they are absent [25,65]. In animal neuroscience studies, this is often studied as instrumen-
tal conditioned reinforcement in which an animal learns to work on a new response to obtain
presentations of a CS that was previously learned to be associated with reward [18,67]. For ex-
ample, rats that are maladaptively attracted to a shock rod, described in the following section,
were also willing to learn a new nose-poke response to hear an auditory CS sound associated
with electric shocks [18].

Cues evoke temptation
A third feature of incentive salience is the ability of CS cues to briefly boost 'wanting' to obtain and
consume their associated UCS rewards [25,68]. For example, the smell of food may make you
suddenly feel hungry when you have not eaten for a while, even if you were not hungry a moment
earlier. In animal studies, cue-triggered 'wanting' to obtain UCS is oftenmeasured in a Pavlovian
Trends in Cognitive Sciences, October 2023, Vol. 27, No. 10 935
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instrumental transfer paradigm where brief presentations of Pavlovian CSs elicit temporary
surges in instrumental effort to obtain the associated (or similar) UCS reward. The cue-
triggered surge in motivation to pursue UCS can be further amplified by dopamine-stimulating
or related microinjections in nucleus accumbens or related structures, or by prior drug-induced
sensitization of mesolimbic systems [69,70]. Another manifestation of cue-triggered 'wanting' is
the observation that providing reward-related cues to accompany earning an actual reward
can amplify the motivation to pursue that reward: for example, the pursuit and consumption of
cocaine or nicotine infusions in animals is markedly increased when drug cues are presented
together with drug infusions, compared to pursuit levels when the same drug infusions are
earned alone without cues [71–74] In short, CS cues amplify motivation to consume associated
UCS rewards.

Cue-triggered 'wanting' is prominent in people with drug addiction, for whom drug cues can trig-
ger transient peaks of craving, and sometimes induce addictive relapse despite a cognitive re-
solve to abstain [75–77]. Such cue-triggered cravings are not necessarily experienced as
negatively valenced distress or absence (e.g., not as drug withdrawal feelings), but are instead
often experienced as a positive incentive motivational urge to consume the associated reward
[78].

Brain states modulate cue-triggered temptations
A final signature feature of incentive salience, and perhaps the most important for understanding
how desire can separate from prediction, is that the strength of cue-triggered 'wanting' motiva-
tion is not a stable learned response. Instead, cue-triggered 'wanting' is dynamically modulated
in amplitude and valence by changes in relevant brain and physiological states such as hunger,
satiety, drug intoxication, and stress [20,23,25,79]. Physiological/brain states change over mi-
nutes, hours, and days, and the temptation power of relevant reward cuesmay change in parallel.
For example, food cues are far more tempting when you have not eaten for several hours than
immediately after a meal. Drug cues can become even more tempting after a single 'hit' of the
drug, and thus precipitate a binge of further consumption. Stress may make a variety of reward
cues become more tempting, and so on [80–82].

State-induced changes in the intensity of cue-triggered 'wanting' can be called incentive
alliesthesia [12,17,18,81,83,84] – themotivational equivalent of hedonic alliesthesia. Hedonic
alliesthesia refers to changes in 'liking' or the hedonic pleasure of a sensation caused by changes
in a relevant physiological state [85]. For example, a hot bath feels good when you are cold, but a
cool pool feels pleasant when you are hot. Food tastes better when hungry than full, etc. Incentive
alliesthesia correspondingly refers to changes in the temptation power of cue-triggered 'wanting'
for a reward. Incentive alliesthesia usually accompanies hedonic alliesthesia, but incentive
alliesthesia can also occur by itself due to changes in mesolimbic dopamine states, neural
mesolimbic sensitization, etc. As we will see next, incentive alliesthesia can occur directly the
first time a cue is encountered in a new physiological state, even before the hedonic alliesthesia
of its UCS has been re-experienced in the new state. Thus, it will be shown that 'wanting' is
not necessarily tied to affective memories of previous 'liking' for the outcome.

Separating desire from learned prediction
We are now ready to see how motivational desires can dissociate from both past affective mem-
ories and future predictions of outcome value. In particular, the ability of changes in relevant brain
states to modulate the intensity of cue-triggered 'wanting' sets the stage for related brain mech-
anisms under particular conditions to decouple 'wanting' completely from affectivememories and
learned predictions.
936 Trends in Cognitive Sciences, October 2023, Vol. 27, No. 10
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'Wanting what you know disgusts': transformation of learned repulsion into desire
Our first example to separate desire from learned prediction is 'wanting what disgusts'. A mouth-
ful of a very salty taste, such as ocean seawater (i.e., 3% NaCl), can be disgusting. Saltier and
even more disgusting is water from the Dead Sea, at a sodium chloride level threefold higher
(i.e., 9% NaCl). An oral infusion of NaCl solution at Dead Sea concentration into the mouth of a
rat typically elicits a strong 'disgust' reaction of gapes, headshakes, and forelimb flails [17,86].
Not surprisingly, a Pavlovian cue that reliably predicts the 0.9% NaCl UCS infusions quickly be-
comes repulsive and elicits retreat after a few pairings. For example, in a Pavlovian sign-
tracking experiment, a Pavlovian CS+salt cue (a metal lever) popped out of a wall to predict an in-
escapable UCS squirt of Dead Sea saltiness into the mouth of a rat a few seconds later (delivered
painlessly by a previously implanted oral cannula) [17]. Each rat quickly learned to shrink away
from the CS+salt lever whenever it appeared, retreating to a far wall as if trying to escape from
the Pavlovian cue and its predicted salty infusion [17]. By contrast, when a different CS+sucrose

lever popped from another wall, predicting an oral squirt of pleasantly sweet sugar solution as
the UCS, all rats quickly learned to sign-track, jumping onto and nibbling the metal CS+sucrose

lever as soon as it appeared [17].

However, on a particular test day, the rats suddenly found themselves for the first time in their lives
in a new state of physiological sodium deficiency which produces a psychological salt appetite.
The rats had received an injection of drugs the day before that mimic the natural brain hormonal
signals of salt appetite – a combined rise in blood levels of angiotensin II and aldosterone which
together activate brain circuitry to produce a salt appetite [87,88]. Modern laboratory rats, like
most modern humans, have never experienced a salt appetite because their food, like ours, con-
tainsmore than enough salt. A physiological salt appetite was therefore as novel to those rats as it
would be to most readers.

During their new salt-appetite state, even the Dead Sea saltiness UCS elicited positive facial 'lik-
ing' expressions similarly to sugar, rather than usual disgust gapes, via hedonic alliesthesia that
transforms the salty UCS from disgusting to pleasant [17,86]. Crucially, on the test day, the
rats re-encountered their Pavlovian CS+salt cue before ever experiencing new positive hedonic
value of Dead Sea saltiness as 'liked' (that would come later in the day). They had only their
past memories of Dead Sea disgust to guide their learned prediction of outcome value of the
CS+salt cue. Further, to ensure that the rats relied solely on their past memories of saltiness,
the CS+salt lever and the CS+sucrose lever were each presented without any accompanying salt
or sugar UCS infusions on this day (i.e., what is traditionally called a 'CS extinction test').

The question was: would the rats initially retreat again from their CS+salt lever?Would they need to
later relearn a new positive value, by retasting Dead Sea saltiness as newly 'liked' in their salt-ap-
petite state? The answer was 'no'. Instead, the sodium-deficient rats immediately ran to their
CS+salt lever as soon as it appeared, before ever retasting the salty UCS, jumping onto and avidly
nibbling the metal lever that had previously repulsed them, exactly as they always jumped onto
the CS+sucrose lever (Figure 1 and Video S1 in the supplemental information online) [17]. The pre-
viously learned negative value of the salt cue was instantly discarded. The CS+salt cue instead
now elicited positive desire in their novel sodium-deficient state, although they had never yet
tasted its Dead Sea saltiness UCS as anything but 'disgusting', and had so far no positive mem-
ory of any pleasant saltiness outcome upon which to base a positive prediction [17].

Howwas this sudden reversal of motivational valence possible? Brain analyses conducted imme-
diately after the rats were attracted to their CS+salt cue revealed that their attraction wasmediated
neurobiologically by cue-triggered activation of mesolimbic incentive salience circuitry, measured
Trends in Cognitive Sciences, October 2023, Vol. 27, No. 10 937
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as increased Fos expression in neurons of ventral tegmentum (where mesolimbic dopamine neu-
rons originate), nucleus accumbens (the target of ascending dopamine axons), and related limbic
structures [17]. This mesolimbic activation caused psychological attribution of positive incentive
salience to the CS+salt, lever on its first re-encounter in the new salt-appetite state. In this example
of incentive alliesthesia, positive 'wanting' soared above any existing negative memories of past
outcome value, and therefore also above any learned predictions of future value based on affec-
tive memory.

Psychologically, the transformation may also have arisen in part from the capacity of the brain to
form parallel Pavlovianmemories between a CS and (i) the affective value of its UCS outcome, and
(ii) the sensory identity of its UCS outcome [19,89]. That is, the CS+salt cue triggered not only a
negative affective memory of the previous Dead Sea 'disgust', but also a parallel sensory memory
of the intense saltiness of the UCS. If the salty Dead Sea UCS had been retasted on the sodium
appetite test day before cue encounters, hedonic alliesthesia could have switched the remem-
bered affective value from 'disgusting' to 'liked' [17,68,86,87,90]. However, without any opportu-
nity to retaste the salty Dead Sea NaCl solution before encountering the CS+salt lever in the
extinction test, the rats' brains were able to draw only on their sensory saltiness memory. That
sensory memory was apparently sufficient in the new state to recompute incentive salience on
the fly. This instant recomputation of incentive salience for the CS+salt cue was able to overrule
previous repulsion based on affective memories of disgust, and suddenly make the Pavlovian
cue for saltiness become positively 'wanted' [17,19,91] (Box 2).

It is worth noting that such a prescient transformation of motivation cannot be explained by con-
ventional concepts of context-dependent learning. A context-dependent learning explanation
would suggest that the rats possessed two different affective memories of Dead Sea saltiness
value: (i) a positive memory of 'liking' previously experienced in the context of any earlier salt-ap-
petite state, and (ii) a negative memory of 'disgust' previously experienced in their normal physi-
ological state. Having memories of two different values in two different contexts would allow the
rats to draw on the proper contextual memory appropriate to the current context. Nevertheless,
that explanation fails in this case because the rats lacked any positive contextual memory to draw
on. They had never been in a sodium-deficiency state before the test day, had never yet tasted
Dead Sea saltiness as positively 'liked', and thus had no positive memory of 'liking' associated
with a sodium-deficient context.
Box 2. Computational models of motivational reversal of the Dead Sea salt cue

The motivational transformation of a CS+salt cue from negatively repulsive to positively 'wanted' has been captured by
computational models of incentive salience [122,123]. An initial computational model of the transformation was provided
as V (st) = r (r t + log κ) +ϒV(St=1) [122]. In that model, V (st) represents the incentive salience triggered by a learned CS+salt
cue at re-encounter. The negative disgust value of the saltiness memory cache is expressed as r , but that value is mod-
ulated in themoment of re-encounter by the current physiological state, expressed as κ. In the normal physiological state, κ
is <1, but the new salt-appetite state causes κ to rise above >1. This performs a logarithmic transformation (log κ) that re-
verses the negative r memory-based repulsion into a positive new V (st) 'want' [122]. However, although this model math-
ematically describes the motivational valence reversal from negative to positive, it does not posit any psychological
process to mediate the transformation (as its authors acknowledged). Instead, it simply imposes the logarithmic transfor-
mation as a computational act of force to produce the valence reversal. Such a 'model-free' model thus lacks explanatory
usefulness for understanding the psychological mechanisms of reversal from repulsion to desire in real brains [19].

An improved computational model has been proposed, named a 'multi-attribute incentive salience' (MAIS) model [123].
The model draws more realistically upon the hypothesized role of a sensory saltiness memory that interacts with
mesolimbic mechanisms to help to explain the incentive salience transformation. It characterizes the motivational transfor-
mation as ř(r,κ) = s × exp(κNarNa + κhrh) [123]. In it, the incentive salience of CS+salt is ř(r,κ), κNa represents the novel phys-
iological appetite state, and rNa is the sensory memory of Dead Sea saltiness UCS. By postulating the sensory saltiness
memory rNa to interact with the new appetite state κNa in recomputing incentive salience, this 'model-based' MAIS model
can recompute a new positive desire as an act of incentive alliesthesia [19,89].
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'Wanting what hurts': positive desire for a predicted negative outcome
Advocates of the 'desire equals prediction' view could still argue that incentive alliesthesia in the
example described in the preceding text involved a new implicit prediction of positive outcome
value, even though there was no positive affective memory on which to base that positive predic-
tion. That is, the sensory salty memory alone may have been sufficient to generate a new value
prediction in the sodium-depleted state, without ever needing to retaste actual Dead Sea salti-
ness as 'liked'.

However, our next example of 'wanting what hurts' has no such prediction-based escape route.
Exactly the opposite: an accurate learned prediction of a negative affective outcome, namely an
unpleasant electric shock, will actually contribute to forming a positive desire for its source, the
shock rod [18,84]. This feature makes 'wanting what hurts' a particular challenge for
prediction-based accounts of desire to explain.

'Wanting what hurts' has been induced in laboratory rats using a brain stimulation technique that re-
cruits mesolimbic mechanisms of incentive salience: namely brief optogenetic excitations of neurons
in the central nucleus of the amygdala (CeA) that are associatively paired with voluntary encounters of
a 'shock rod' [18]. Why the amygdala? The amygdala is well known to help to assign motivational
value to perceptions of learned stimuli related to rewards or threats [92–95]. That is, the amygdala
helps to pick motivational targets, and it interacts with mesolimbic circuitry. The CeA in particular is
a 'striatum-like' nucleus [96] which can generate an intense desire to obtain and consume food,
drug, sex, etc. when neurobiologically stimulated [47,49,81,84,97,98]. Pairing brief amygdala CeA
stimulations with shock-rod encounters in turn recruits activation of mesolimbic circuitry of incentive
salience to specifically make the shock rod become maladaptively 'wanted' [18,84].

In more detail, the shock rod was a small metal rod wrapped with electrified wire that protruded
from the wall [18]. Rats were never forced to touch the shock rod, but they could voluntarily touch
it while exploring, and if so, would receive a mild electric shock sufficient to cause the rats to flinch
away. Normal control rats (without amygdala stimulations) touched the electrified object once or
twice (as humans may also do when bored [99]), but then retreated as far as possible from the
shock rod, and often began to emit fearful anti-predator reactions called 'defensive burying'
toward it [100].

By contrast, the amygdala-stimulated rats, referred to as 'CeA ChR2' rats, had an optogenetic
virus containing a channelrhodopsin (ChR2) gene previously microinjected into their CeA, and it
caused excitatory ChR2 photoreceptor molecules to sprout on CeA neurons. When laser light
was shone onto those neurons – delivered via an optic fiber implanted in the CeA – their ChR2
photoreceptors opened ion gates to cause the neurons to fire action potentials. The CeA laser
was turned on whenever a rat approached within 2 cm of the shock rod to touch it and turned
off again as soon as the rat retreated >2 cm further away [18]. Thus, brief laser CeA ChR2 stim-
ulations were associatively paired with shock-rod encounters.

The behavioral consequence was that CeA ChR2 rats quickly returned to the shock rod after their
first encounter with shock and, eagerly hovering over the shock rod, continuously sniffed closely
and repeatedly touched it again and again with paw, nose, mouth, or teeth (Figure 2 and Video S2
in the supplemental information online) [18]. CeA ChR2 rats often touched the shock rod 10 or
more times and so received ten or more shocks in a daily 20 min session. Further indicating
that this reflected a positive appetitive motivation, they also repeatedly climbed over a large pro-
tective barrier to reach and touch the shock rod again (Figure 2). Finally, in a separate instrumental
conditioned reinforcement test (without shock rod or laser), CeA ChR2 rats were willing to learn a
Trends in Cognitive Sciences, October 2023, Vol. 27, No. 10 939
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new nose-poke response so as to hear brief presentations of a shock-associated CS sound that had
been previously paired with shock-rod touches, seeking the shock-related CS sound as if it were a
reward cue (Figure 2 and Box 3).

The electric shocks appeared to remain painful, in the sense that CeA ChR2 rats still typically
flinched to each shock, andmomentarily jerked back their paw or head before returning [18]. Fur-
ther, once attraction had been induced by laser pairings over several days, on one subsequent
test day the laser was kept off. On this day, the CeA ChR2 rats reverted within moments to neg-
ative avoidance and defensive burying. That is, the rats appeared to have learned during previous
encounters that the shock rod delivered a noxious outcome, and were ready to quickly become
defensive in the absence of laser stimulation [18]. Paradoxically, however, the shock from the
shock rod also appeared to contribute to their maladaptive incentive attraction. For example,
an unelectrified 'dummy rod' that never shocked (but similarly delivered laser) did not become
as attractive to CeA ChR2 rats as the shock rod [18].

The explanation of this maladaptive attraction may be that laser pairing with shock-rod encounters
synergistically transformed the perception and evaluation by CeA ChR2 rats of the shock rod and
associated cues into incentive objects of desire [18,84]. This was neurobiologically mediated by
recruiting the activation of mesolimbic circuitry underlying incentive salience attribution to make the
shock rod and its cues become maladaptively 'wanted' [18,84]. Neurobiological evidence for this
postulated mesolimbic recruitment was found as increased Fos activation in neurons in the ventral
tegmentum, nucleus accumbens, and other mesolimbic structures in the brains of CeA ChR2
rats, when examined immediately after they were attracted to the shock rod [18]. The neurobiolog-
ical activation of mesolimbic circuitry underlying maladaptive 'wanting' was essentially identical to
mesolimbic activation during 'wanting' for conventional pleasant rewards [18,84] (Box 4).

Flipping the valence of motivational salience
In the same way as the motivational valence of CS+salt cue could flip between negative repulsion
and positive 'wanting', it is also possible to flip the valence of motivation induced by CeA ChR2
pairings. In a Pavlovian fear conditioning situation, where a cue predicts an unavoidable and un-
controllable foot shock, combining CeA ChR2 laser stimulation with CS-UCS pairings in fear con-
ditioning can paradoxically heighten fear-related defensive responses [18]. These negatively
valenced responses included fearful freezing and avoidance behaviors, even in CeA ChR2 rats
that were initially attracted to the shock rod paired with the laser. Increasing defensive reactions
seems to rule out any possibility that CeA ChR2 laser pairing simply generates a rewarding expe-
rience. However, incentive salience and fearful salience both involve overlapping mesolimbic
mechanisms of motivational salience [68,101]. Whatever the mechanism that switches the va-
lence of motivational salience, the existence of such valence reversals indicates that CeA ChR2
stimulation does not simply enhance the perceived pleasantness of a laser-paired outcome.
When CeA ChR2 pairing creates an addictive-like desire, it specifically amplifies motivational
'wanting' for the target – not hedonic 'liking'.

Human clinical implications
The incentive sensitization theory of addiction posits that vulnerable individuals who are suscep-
tible tomesolimbic sensitizationmay develop urges to take drugs that are sufficiently intense to be
arguably compulsive [21,106]. That intense motivational 'wanting' is not accompanied by en-
hanced 'liking' for drug pleasure, and sensitized 'wanting' can persist in the absence of any aver-
sive withdrawal or other distress feelings. Incentive sensitization results in excessive cue-
triggered bursts of 'wanting' that can consequently soar above the remembered, predicted,
and experienced hedonic 'liking' value of the same outcome.
940 Trends in Cognitive Sciences, October 2023, Vol. 27, No. 10
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Figure 2. 'Wanting what hurts' andmodeling addictions. (Top left) 'CeAChR2' rats expressing channelrhodopsin (ChR2) in
the central nucleus of amygdala (CeA) voluntarily approach and repeatedly touch the laser-paired shock rod, despite receiving
multiple electric shocks on paws, nose, or mouth [18]. Abbreviation: Con, control rats. (Top right) CeA ChR2 rats repeatedly
climbed over a safety barrier to reach and touch the rod, again receiving shocks each time they crossed. (Bottom) CeA ChR2
rats could freely choose between earning sucrose pellets or intravenous cocaine infusions (Box 4). CeA ChR2 rats whose CeA
laser was paired with earning sucrose, but not with earning cocaine, became 'sucrose addicts' that pursued only sucrose and
ignored cocaine. Conversely, other CeA ChR2 rats, whose laser was paired with cocaine but not with sucrose, became
'cocaine addicts' that pursued only cocaine and ignored sucrose. Modified, with permission, from [18].
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Of course, no addicted human has ever received optogenetic brain stimulations. Nevertheless,
vulnerable human individuals might encounter smaller endogenous excitations in amygdala and
related mesolimbic circuitry that are triggered by encounters with addictive targets. Gradually
Trends in Cognitive Sciences, October 2023, Vol. 27, No. 10 941
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Box 3. Can counterconditioning explain shock-rod attraction?

Some readers may wonder whether a phenomenon known as counterconditioning, as originally described by Pavlov
[124], might explain shock-rod attraction. The short answer is 'no'. In Pavlov's description, counterconditioning reverses
the valence of the conditioned response elicited by a CS and occurs when a moderately aversive CS stimulus (e.g., mild
electric shock) reliably predicts a strongly positive reward UCS (e.g., food when hungry). For example, Pavlov described a
hungry dog who learned that a mild electric shock CS to its paw predicted a tasty food reward as UCS [124]. Initially, the
CS shock evoked pawwithdrawal, but after several counterconditioning CS pairings with food UCS, the dog began to sal-
ivate when the CS shock occurred, 'turning its head to where it usually received the food and smacking its lips' ([124], pp.
29–30, translated). Therefore, a shock rod as the CS could conceivably also become attractive via counterconditioning if
the shock rod was reliably paired with a highly rewarding UCS. Other counterconditioning studies have suggested that an
appetitive conditioned response to CS simply becomes appended in addition to the originally aversive response, rather
than replacing it [125]. However, even Pavlov emphasized that a highly rewarding UCS was absolutely required for coun-
terconditioning. As Pavlov wrote, counterconditioning 'can be brought about only when' the aversive response to a nox-
ious CS 'is physiologically weaker and biologically of less importance' than the unconditioned appetitive response to the
reward UCS ([124], p. 30). In the shock-rod situation, there was no food, sugar, cocaine, or other pleasant UCS stimulus.
The only potential reward available was the CeA ChR2 laser itself. The question therefore becomes – was the CeA laser a
powerful reward UCS that was sufficiently rewarding to support counterconditioning? The evidence indicates that answer
is also 'no'. For example, in addition to relatively ignoring their dummy rod as described in the text (which did deliver CeA
ChR2 laser but not shocks), most CeA ChR2 rats did not robustly self-stimulate CeA laser by itself even when they could
earn laser without shock simply by touching an innocuous lever or poking their nose into a hole, or even only by staying in
one particular chamber of a multi-chamber box [18,47,97]. Some CeA ChR2 rats failed to self-stimulate the laser at all in
these easy tasks, even though the same CeA ChR2 rats were still highly attracted to their laser-paired shock rod [18].
Finally, CeA ChR2 laser oppositely increased negatively valenced defensive conditioned reactions in an uncontrollable
Pavlovian fear conditioning situation. Thus, the evidence indicates that any rewarding qualities of CeA ChR2 laser by itself
were insufficient to explain shock-rod attraction, and that Pavlovian counterconditioning is not the mechanism underlying
maladaptive 'wanting what hurts'.
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accruing in individuals who are vulnerable to mesolimbic sensitization [21,102–106], such endog-
enous excitations might conceivably create an amplification and narrowed focusing of 'wanting'
in addicted humans over months to years, similarly to that which the relative neural sledgeham-
mer of paired laser stimulations creates in CeA ChR2 rats over minutes to hours. Sensitized
addicted persons can thus experience strong urges to relapse due to excessive incentive sa-
lience, even after abstaining from drugs for months or years, even if free from distress, even if
they know that relapse will carry adverse consequences, and even if they no longer expect to
like the drug very much.

Similar sensitization of excessive incentive salience may also explain the development of behav-
ioral addictions in vulnerable Parkinson's patients induced by dopamine 'direct agonist' medica-
tions that directly stimulate D2/D3 dopamine receptors [107]. These medication-induced
behavioral addictions can include compulsive gambling, shopping, sex or pornography use,
binge eating, etc. Neuroimaging evidence indicates that medicated Parkinson's patients who de-
velop these addictive behaviors show hyper-reactivity in striatal dopamine release compared to
other Parkinson's patients who take the same medications but remain free of compulsions
[107]. In other words, their vulnerability to mesolimbic sensitization of dopamine-related systems
appears to mediate the development of medication-induced compulsions [107].

Excessive incentive salience, detached from outcome value prediction, may also apply to some
cases of spontaneous behavioral addictions, even in people who have never taken addictive
drugs or medications. Several fMRI studies report a sensitization-like brain signature of
mesolimbic hyper-reactivity to addiction-related cues in some individuals treated for gambling
compulsions, binge eating compulsions, sexual compulsions, etc. [108–119].

Thus, intense and narrowly focused 'wanting', exceeding the predicted and experienced hedonic
value of target outcomes, may involve a shared mesolimbic sensitization mechanism that gives
compulsive motivational strength to both drug addictions and behavioral addictions. Excessive
942 Trends in Cognitive Sciences, October 2023, Vol. 27, No. 10
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Box 4. Mimicking addiction? CeA ChR2 pairing focuses 'wanting' on sugar or cocaine

'Wanting what hurts' is the strongest proof-of-principle demonstration so far that motivational 'wanting' can become
completely independent of the predicted and experienced outcome 'liking', as postulated by the incentive-sensitization
theory of addiction [21,106]. The shock rod gave no pleasure at all, but only a painful shock. In this sense, 'wanting what
hurts' is a prototype of addictive motivation because the excessive and narrowly focused incentive salience upon a target
is not justified by predictions, memories, or experiences of outcome 'liking' [21,106]. Of course, real addictions are usually
focused on initially pleasant targets, not painful ones. What happens if CeA ChR2 pairing is applied to a conventionally
pleasant target such as intravenous cocaine or sugar?

The result is an intense and narrowly focused, addictive-like desire for the laser-paired rewardwhich far exceeds the normal mo-
tivational strength of that reward [18,47,97]. For example, other CeA ChR2 rats were offered a choice between earning either
pleasant sucrose pellets by poking their nose into onewall porthole, or earning intravenous cocaine infusions (delivered painlessly
via implanted intravenous canula) by poking into a different porthole [18]. Both portholes were freely available, allowing the rats to
mix or match cocaine and sugar as they chose [18]. For some CeA ChR2 rats, CeA laser stimulation was selectively paired with
earning sugar pellets, but not with cocaine. For different CeA ChR2 rats, their CeA laser was selectively paired with earning co-
caine, but not with sugar. Normal control rats, with similar laser pairings but optically inactive control virus that lacked ChR2 in
CeA, chose both sugar and cocaine at relatively moderate and equal levels [18]. After all, why not take both sugar and cocaine
when both are easily available? By contrast, for CeAChR2 rats, 'wanting' became intensified and narrowed onto only one target
in an addictive-like fashion that was induced by laser pairings. For example, the CeA ChR2 rats whose laser was selectively
paired with sucrose quickly became 'sugar addicts': they intensely pursued and consumed only sugar while ignoring the oppor-
tunity to earn cocaine [18] (see Figure 2 in main text). These 'sugar addicts' also demonstrated intensified desire to earn sugar
rewards in an 'effort breakpoint' task that imposed increasingly strenuous effort demands as the session continued, working far
harder for their laser-paired sugar than ordinarily seen for sugar rewards.

A related study showed that CeA ChR2 rats will continue to seek laser-paired sugar despite incurring an electric footshock
as an adverse consequence [126]. The other group of CeA ChR2 rats, whose laser was selectively paired with cocaine,
instead became 'cocaine addicts': these rats intensely pursued only cocaine while ignoring sugar in the choice situation,
and escalated effort far above ordinary cocaine-motivated levels in their effort breakpoint task [18]. Once again, the CeA
laser by itself held relatively little incentive value for either group of CeA ChR2 rats: some even failed to self-stimulate laser
at all despite having intensely and single-mindedly pursued their laser-paired sugar or laser-paired cocaine option
[18,47,97]. Thus, similarly to the shock-rod situation, CeA ChR2 pairings recruited mesolimbic circuitry to synergistically
focus intense incentive salience only on the laser-paired target, making that target intensely and narrowly more 'wanted'
in an addiction-like fashion [18,47,97,126].

Does CeA ChR2 pairing make its target more motivationally 'wanted' by making that target more hedonically 'liked'? The
evidence suggests that the answer is 'no'. For example, CeA ChR2 rats that are made to excessively 'want' sugar reward
by laser pairings, fail to show any laser-induced enhancement of orofacial 'liking' expressions to the sweet taste when they
actually receive sucrose [97].
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Outstanding questions
Can lesser separations of desire from
prediction be identified in daily human
life that are induced during occurrences
of stress, appetite states, fatigue,
intoxication, etc.?

What neural mechanisms underlie the
reversal of motivational valence, such
as transformation of a noxious shock
rod into an object of desire? The
phenomenon indicates an overlap
between limbic activations triggered
by conventional rewards and those
triggered by a CeA ChR2 laser-paired
shock-rod encounter. However, the
crucial neural and psychological over-
lap that is necessary to convert fear
into desire remains unknown.

Are upward dissociations of excessive
desire from prediction in addiction and
laboratory examples matched by
downward dissociations of impaired
desire in other conditions? For
example, although anhedonia (loss of
pleasure) has traditionally been viewed
as a feature of schizophrenia, major
depression, and Parkinson's disease,
many such cases recently have been
suggested to instead be avolition,
involving selective loss of motivational
value while pleasure capacity remains
intact. In such cases, life rewards may
become no longer desired, even if still
experienced as hedonically pleasant,
thus raising the question of whether
memories and predictions of value
might also remain intact.
and focused incentive salience can create addictive 'wants' that appear to be irrational, even to
the addicted persons themselves, in the sense that the predicted outcome value gives insufficient
reason to justify their intense desire. However, incentive salience mechanisms operate by rules
rather than by reason, making even irrational desires possible.

Concluding remarks
Prediction and desire do usually cohere in daily life, but desire cannot be reduced to prediction of gain.
Desire has its own distinct neural mechanisms of incentive salience that operate according to partic-
ular psychological rules. These rules allow desire to decouple from prediction in some situations. In
the laboratory and in the clinical situations discussed here, desire can maladaptively soar above out-
come predictions, and above the hedonic outcome experience when received. Conversely, it would
be of interest to know whether an opposite dissociation might apply to traditional anhedonia syn-
dromes (i.e., pleasure incapacity) in cases of schizophrenia, depression, and Parkinson's disease
that have been recently reinterpreted as avolition syndromes (i.e., selective loss of desire, but intact
pleasure capacity) [12,26,45,120,121] (see also Outstanding questions). More generally, even when
prediction and desire go together in ordinary life, the potential independence of 'wanting'mechanisms
may be never lost, merely hidden. A slight neural or psychological push induced by a fluctuating inter-
nal state might be all that is necessary to momentarily separate desire from prediction again.
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